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1. Abstract:

Vaccines comes under the branch of biotechnology which are one of the most important tools used worldwide for prevention of life threatening infectious diseases. Although, the major problem for the oral immunization is the digestion of macromolecule antigenic protein inside the stomach because of extremely acidic pH. To solve this problem, scientist Arntzen developed the theory of edible vaccines (EVs). Edible vaccines are prepared by exposing the selected desired genes into the plants and then using these altered plants for the production of encoded proteins. The altered plants are known as “transgenic plants” and the process is called as “transformation” in terms of biotechnology. Edible vaccines are generally GM crops which provide immunity against the diseases such as HIV, cancer, Hep. B, pneumonia. The main strategies based upon edible vaccines formulations has been demonstrated to increase both systemic as well as mucosal immune response. This novel vaccination delivery systems having various advantages over injectable vaccination preparations including stability, self-administration, reduced cost, and elimination of cold chain.

In this review the latest findings related to edible vaccines are discussed including the mechanism of action, preparation methods, applications, advantages, disadvantages, limitations, and future of edible vaccines is also discussed.
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2. Introduction:

Vaccines are comes under the branch of biotechnology which supply protection against various infectious diseases and disorders. All organisms are vulnerable to one or more forms of infectious and non-infectious diseases throughout their life. To prevent these infection researchers discovered plant-based vaccine which is an immune-biological substance, used for specific protection against both infectious and non-infectious diseases. The process of distributing and administrating vaccines is referred to as vaccination and vaccination is the form of immunization [1-4]. Efficacy, safety and cost of existing vaccines are major factors related with vaccine production, distribution and availability. Therefore, it becomes essential to produce new vaccine that is more efficacious, safe and cost effective in comparison to the existing vaccines for the benefit of common people. Hence, an alternative and new approach is the preparation and use of edible vaccines is come into the picture now a day. As per the literature reports available, plant viruses can be genetically engineered to produce vaccines against diseases such as cholera and life-threatening infections like AIDS, chicken pox etc., [5,6]. In addition to this, plants and their edible products provide an agreeable alternative for the synthesis of the recombinant proteins in a large-scale production process [7]. The first report of edible vaccine (a surface protein from streptococcus) in tobacco, at 0.02% of total leaf protein level, appeared in 1990 [8]. The theory of edible vaccines got success after Arntzen and co-workers expressed hepatitis B surface antigen in tobacco plants [9]. Multicomponent vaccines were also developed which are the second-generation edible vaccines that provide protection against several disease-causing pathogens [10].

2.1 Concept of Edible Vaccines:

Edible Vaccines can be developed by incorporating the selected desired genes within the plants and then this genetically modified plants allowed to supply encoded proteins, the process in terms of molecular biology referred as transformation process, for that reason the altered plants are known as transgenic plants. Traditional subunit vaccines having an advantage that they contain antigenic protein but the traditional vaccines are having high cost so can’t afford easily and technology required for the production is also complex Edible vaccines also contain that antigenic proteins, these vaccines are act by stimulating the mucosal also systemic immunity when they comes in contact with alimentary canal lining. This dual mechanism of action of edible vaccines gives first-line defense against pathogens attacking through mucosa, such as tubercle bacillus and carriers causing HIV, diarrhea, STDs, pneumonia, etc [11]. Preparation of edible vaccines is effective process and may be easily scaled up. Edible vaccines offer numerous advantages like they possess good genetic and warmth stability and don’t need cold-chain maintenance. Long-distance transportation of edible vaccines is also avoided by storing it at the location of use. Unlike other vaccines, in edible vaccines there is no need of trained medical personnel as there is oral administration particularly in children. Syringes and needles also are not required, thus decreases the incidence of various infections [12]. Mothers who are administering the edible vaccines orally might be useful to immunizing the fetus in uterus through placental movement of maternal antibodies or in the new born baby through the breast feeding. Edible vaccines enable the tactic of seroconversion within the presence of maternal antibodies, thus playing a possible role in protecting children against diseases like group-B Streptococcus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), etc [13].
2.2 Ideal properties of an edible vaccine:

i. It should be neither toxic nor pathogenic, i.e., it should be safe to administer to human being.
ii. The vaccination technique should be simple.
iii. The vaccine should be less cost and should be feasible to consumer.
iv. It should produce cellular and humoral immunities lasted for long period.
v. It should have very low levels or no side effects in normal individuals.
vi. It should not cause any problems in individuals with impaired immune system.
vii. Contamination of the environment should be avoided [14,15].

2.3 Advantages:

i. One of the main advantage of edible vaccines is it is very effective for delivering the immunization so the adjuvants which enhance the immune response in cancer patient are not necessary.
ii. Edible vaccine can elicit mucosal immunity which is not occurred in traditional vaccines.
iii. Edible vaccines are cost effective, easy to preparation, production, storage and transportation. Because edible vaccines are produced by biological method are stable at room temperature while traditional vaccines need cold storage facility which ultimately increases the yearly cost to preserve and storage of vaccines [16]. Moreover, the seeds of transgenic plants could be store for long term use as they contain less amount of moisture so easy to dry. For the production of edible vaccines there is no requirement of costly equipment and machines as they could be easily made on soil rich land and the cost for growing plants is also low as compare to cell culture grown in fermenter.
iv. As edible vaccines are produced from plants, they are easily available. Manufacturing cost is low as there is no need of special premises for manufacturing them and facilities like sterilization as required in traditional vaccines [17].
v. Edible vaccines are easily accepted by the patients as the don’t require to administer by the injection. So, there is also decreases the requirement of personnel to administer the dose of vaccines, lessen the chances of contamination because the sterile conditions are not required [18].

2.4 Disadvantages:

i. It is difficult to finding and selection of particular plant with stable antigen production, expensive and time-consuming process.
ii. Due to insufficient knowledge related to plant biotechnology leads to negative public point of view towards edible vaccines, strict laws 7 regulations and debates related to intellectual property discourage pharma business investment in edible vaccines.
iii. There may be chances of hypersensitivity reaction, development of oral tolerance to the vaccines and difficulty in administration of standard dose are some limitations [19,20].
iv. Edible vaccines are depending on stability of plant as some fruits like potatoes cannot eaten directly. That means they need to cook before eating and this cooking can cause denaturation or weaken the proteins present in it [21].
v. Proper differentiation line is necessary between ‘normal fruit’ and ‘vaccine fruit’ to avoid misadministration of vaccine, which can lead to vaccine tolerance.

3. Mode of action of Edible vaccines:

Edible vaccine is a new way of immunization through oral route. This technique will have large contribution to the global vaccine program and might have a dramatic impact on health care sectors in developed and developing countries. Mostly the pathogens attack on mucosal surfaces and therefore, it is the most effective site for vaccination. Whenthese edible vaccines comes in contact with the digestive tract liningthey activate both systemic and mucosal immunity. This dual effect would offer first-line resistance against pathogens which are entering through mucosa.

Edible vaccines are the type of mucosal-targeted vaccines, which stimulate both systemic and mucosal immune response. After administration of edible vaccines, they go inside the body tissues at the site of action where they enter through M cells. M cells passes the antigen from vaccine to macrophages and B cells. Then the macrophages expose the pieces of antigen to helper T cells. T cell stimulates B cells and search out the antigens at distant sites. These antibodies activate the B cells, this activated B cells produces antibodies. These produced antibodies are used to neutralise the antigen. This whole process is the initial response of edible vaccines inside the body (as shown in fig. no. 1a) [22].

When a diseased agent appears the memory helper T cell produces cytotoxic T cells to attack infected cells, also these memory helper T cells immediately stimulate the secretion of antibodies. Then these antibodies immediately use to neutralize the invader antigens or virion.(as shown in fig. no. 1b) [22].
4. Preparation of Edible Vaccines:

Following are the methods for transformation of DNA/gene into the plant:

i. Plasmid/vector carrier system: *A. Tumefaciens* is a naturally occurring soil bacterium used to transfer small DNA segment into plant genome by the process of transformation. After that the whole plant is generated from individual plant cell. The existing studies showed that genes are successfully expressed in experimental plants and when it gives orally to animals, the transgenic plants extract containing antigen induces the production of serum antibodies in that animal [23-25]. The study revealed that *A. Tumefaciens* is used to produce edible vaccines. vegetable pathogens like *A. tumefaciens* and *A. Rhizogens* can integrate their DNA (T-DNA) with infected cells nuclear genome [26]. so, the exogenous genes are introduced into modified T-DNA of cells of *A. Tumefaciens* then infected to vegetable tissue which causes gene’s stable integration in plant’s genome and synthesis of transgenic protein. Initially agrobacterium mediated transformation was limited to tobacco and few other species which are infection’s natural targets. But it has been now extended to most of the vegetable species of agronomic interest including Gramineae and Leguminosae family [25,27]. This extends the use of edible vaccines for human as well as veterinary use.
ii. Micro projectile bombardment (Biolistic) method: In this method selected DNA sequences are precipitated onto the metal microparticles and then they are bombarded on vegetable tissue with the help of particle gun at very high speed. This microparticles penetrates into the walls of vegetable tissue and release the exogenous DNA into the cell where it gets integrated. In this biolistic particle delivery system, Sufficiently processed DNA particles bombarded on the cell which then penetrate into chloroplast and start integrate with its genome. The chloroplast’s transformation is an interesting alternative for nuclear transformation [28,29].

iii. Electroporation method: The DNA is introduced inside the cells by exposing cells for a short period to high voltage electrical pulse which is supposed to produce temporary pores inside the plasmalemma (cell membrane). The cell wall acts as barrier for the entry of DNA inside the plasmalemma. So, it has to be weakened by enzymatic treatment thus for the entry of DNA into the cell membrane [4,14].

iv. Chimeric virus method: Plant viruses are genetically modified to carry particular genes and used to infect their natural hosts which is edible plants where the cloned genes expressed themselves to varying degrees in various edible parts of host plant. Particular viruses can be redesigned to express fragments of antigenic proteins on their surfaces like cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), alfalfa mosaic virus, tobacco mosaic virus, cowpea mosaic virus, tomato bushy stunt virus, and potato virus [4,29,30].
Fig. 5: schematic representation of chimetric virus method

5. Advantages, disadvantages of plants of fruits use for the preparation of edible vaccines [6] and their use in Table no. 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant/fruit</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Virus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tobacco     | • Good model for recombinant proteins evaluation  
• Antibodies stored in the seeds can be easily purified at any location  
• Numerous seeds, stored for long time requires low-cost preserving system  
• Large harvests, number of times/year | • May produces toxic compounds* | • Rabies virus[45]  
• Hep. B virus[45]  
• Dental caries[45]  
• Measles[6]  
• Enterotoxigenic E. coli[6]  
• Norwalk virus[6]  
• Cytomegalo virus [6]  
• Transmissible gastroenteritis coronavirus [6] |
| Potato      | • Dominated clinical trials  
• Easily manipulated/transformed  
• Stored Easily for long duration without refrigeration | • Cooking is required. But it denature antigens and may decrease immunogenicity** | • Hep. B virus [45]  
• Vibrio cholera[45]  
• Norwalk virus [6]  
• Enterotoxigenic E. coli [6] |
| Banana      | • Inexpensive  
• Do not need cooking  
• Grown widely in developing countries Proteins not destroyed even if cooked | • Maturation period is 2-3 years  
• Spoiling occurs after ripening  
• Transformed trees requires about 12 months to bear fruit  
• Contains very little amount of protein, so | • Cancer therapy [6] |
| **Tomato** | • Broadly Cultivated  
• Grow quickly, Heat-stable, made into capsules  
• Antigen-containing powders***  
• High amount of vitamin A can increase immune response  
• Spoilage problem Overcome by freeze-drying technology  
• Different batches blended to give uniform doses of antigen | • Spoils readily | • AIDS [45]  
• Rabies virus [6]  
• Hep E virus- E2 |
| --- | --- | --- |
| **Rice** | • Easy storage/transportation  
• Used in baby food due to low allergenic potential  
• Expressed protein is heat-stable  
• High expression of proteins/antigens | • Grows slowly  
• Specialized glasshouse conditions required | • Treatment of cancer [45] |
| **Lettuce** | • Fast-growing  
• Direct consumption | • Spoils readily | • Hep. B virus [6] |
| **Soybean and Alfalfa** | • Large harvests, number of times/year | | • Foot and mouth disease [6] |
| **Musk melon (cantaloupe)** | • Easily transformed  
• Fast growing  
• Easily propagated by seed | | |
| **Others** | • Carrots, peanuts, wheat, corn | | |

*Currently, therapeutic proteins in tobacco are being produced.  
**Some of South American potatoes can be eaten raw. However, some studies show that cooking does not destroy all complements of antigen in potatoes.  
***Freeze-dried tomato powder consisting NV capsid and LT-B was found immunogenic. Similar technique is also used for potatoes and carrots.
6. Application:

i. Autoimmune disease: Scientist have determined that some cell proteins which can induce autoimmunity to the people which are suffering from Type I diabetes malleates. Then there is beginning of development of plant-based vaccines in tobacco and potatoes containing insulin or GAD linked to innocuous B subunits of *V. cholerae toxin* to increase uptake of antigen by M cells. When the transgenic potatoes and tobacco plants fed to non-obese mice with diabetes increases IgG antibody level which is associated with cytokines which suppress harmful immune responses. So, feeding of vaccines can cause suppression of autoimmune attack in the diabetic mice and may delay rise of blood sugar level [31-32].

ii. HIV: Initially HIV protein is spliced into CPMV successfully [33]. Then two HIV protein genes and CaMV as a promoter were successfully injected with the help of needle in tomatoes, and these expressed proteins are converted into multiple copies by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique in various parts of plants also include the ripe fruits in addition to second generation plant [34]. Recently, for the expression of Tat protein, these proteins are cloned into TMV with the help of inoculation of spinach. Each gram of spinach leaf tissue was containing up to 300-500 µg of Tat antigen [35]. When the mice is fed with this modified spinach followed by DNA vaccination in higher amount antibody than that of control, with the levels peaking at four weeks after vaccination.

iii. Gastrointestinal disorders: As per the WHO cholera vaccine can give cross protection against enterotoxin *E. coli* a heat labile enterotoxin (LT-B). When the transgenic potatoes expressing LT-B were fed to mice, these transgenic potatoes induce production of serum and secretory antibodies. Afterward, evidence also provided that cooking of raw potatoes does not cause inactivation of antigen present in edible vaccine. So, the spectrum of edible vaccines producing plant is expanded beyond the raw food like fruits, flowers, leaves [36-38].

iv. Measles: Live attenuated vaccine is the only currently available vaccines for measles but they are having certain disadvantages. For preparation of edible vaccine, with the help of plasmid vector MV-H antigen is introduced in tobacco plant. These edible vaccines produce serum antibodies which induce immune response against antigen. The IgA antibodies with antigen also found in the faecal samples of immunized animal [12,39].

v. Malaria: three mainly used antigen are used for the production of malaria vaccine which are Merozoite Surface Protein (MSP) 4, MSP 5, MSP 4/5. This recombinant antigen is orally given to mice along with CBT as mucosal adjuvant, produces immune response. However oral delivery of these malarial vaccine producing immune response is uncertain.

vi. Cholera: when the transgenic potato with CT-B gene of *vibrio cholerae* is given orally to mice will produce efficacious effect. Eating one potato per week consecutively for one month with periodic boosters is said to provide immunity [40]. Co expression of mutant cholera toxin subunit A (mCT-A) And LT-B in crop seed when administer by nasal route shows effective action and is practical [41].

vii. Rabies: Rabies antigens are expressed by tomato plants could induce antibodies in mice [33]. TMV is also used as an alternative [42]. Tomato plants is transformed by using CaMV and the glycoprotein gene of rabies virus (ERA strain) which is having immunogenic action in animals [43].

viii. Norwalk virus: When transgenic potatoes expressing Norwalk virus is administered by peoples, there are chances of development of seroconversion in 95% peoples (19 out of 20 peoples). Genetically engineered
bananas and powdered tomatoes expressing Norwalk virus are under development phase to combat Norwalk virus [44,45].

7. Future perspectives of edible vaccine:

The future of plant based edible vaccine technique is very bright as these vaccines provides safety, cost effectiveness, eliminate the storage requirement also requirement of trained medical practitioner for delivery of vaccine. Edible vaccines can be manufacture in the bulk at low cost and also requires less processing time. This vaccines can prepared even at the site of utilization in very safe manner. As we all know that the traditional vaccines play very important role to improve immunity and making better health of humans but their bulk formulation is very time consuming and costly, so, edible vaccine technique is another approach as an alternative to sort out these issues. By using this technique more effective, better and safer immunization in addition to prevention of disease can be given to the peoples specially for life threatening disease affect bigger masses of population globally such as dengue, AIDS, heart disease, intestinal diseases, malaria, various cancers, respiratory infections, diseases and disorders. Furthermore, in future, multi component vaccines as an adjuvant can be developed by crossing of two generation of plants harbouring various types of genes expressing clinically important antigens [46,47].

The future of edible vaccine also depends on the WHO standards especially on the safety, purity, effectiveness, cost and with more efficiency [48]. The acceptance and development of transgenic crops at larger scale is also a concern in many developing countries, and if this is accepted by the society then production of edible vaccines and vaccination for the various diseases will be possible worldwide [6,49]. Presently, microalgae are being used as very valuable and important source which providing active molecules such as chlorophyll, fatty acids, carotenoids, phycobiliproteins and enzymes. Microalgae can be used in future for the recombinant protein expression, pharmaceuticals, immune regulators, hormones, growth factors, nutraceuticals, and many other products such as anticancer agent Taxol and they can be used as edible vaccine. They have many advantages such as formulated at large scale production and fast transformation and fast growth and stable expression level with proper folding and accumulation of multiple antigens as vaccines. They also have effective delivery through oral route. They can be converted into tablets or capsules formulation to ease the administration and immunogenic response [50-52].

8. Conclusion:

Edible vaccines are very safe and at cheaper cost alternatives to the traditional vaccines and it is a novel approach to oral immunization. Any edible plant or algae they can make scaling up so much easier. Limitations associated with traditional vaccines such as productions, distribution, delivery can be eliminated by replacing them with edible vaccines through various immunization programmes. In future there may be increase in the need of safer, economical and efficient delivery system to be developed at large scale in the form of edible vaccines. Edible vaccines provide a great opportunity in the future where there will be no any injectable needles are used but a different way may be available where an individual get protection against the diseases and disorders by simply eating the fruits.
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